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ABULABA
I.

INTRODUTION ABOUT THE COMPANY FOR

US
THE BEST PAYMENT IN THE WORLD
Abulaba brings sound money to the world, fulfilling Ethereum's original promise of
"Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash." Merchants and users are empowered with low and
reliable fees. The future shines with unlimited growth, global application, unauthorized
innovation and decentralized development. All Ethereum owners like Block 5373558 are
also owners of Ethereum. All are welcome to join the community as we move forward in
making sound accessible to the world.
FOR ETHEREUM
Ethereum was originally described in a newspaper of Vitalik Buterin, Bitcoin developer
in the end of 2013, with the goal of building distributed applications. Buterin argues that
Bitcoin needs a development on scripting language application. Being unable to reach
an agreement with the Bitcoin development team, he proposed to develop a new
platform with a more general scripting language.
The initial four members of Ethereum were Vitalik Buterin, Mihai Alisie, Anthony Di Iorio
and Charles Hoskinson. The official development of the Ethereum software project
started in early 2014 through a Swiss company called Ethereum Switzerland GmbH
(EthSuisse). A Swiss non-profit organization called the Ethereum Foundation is also
established. The development of Ethereum was sponsored by online crowds in July and
August 2014, with participants buying Ethereum in other digital currencies such as
bitcoin.
Despite Ethereum's initial praise for technical innovation, there are still doubts about its
safety and scalability.
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FOR ABULABA
AAA NEW SYNTHESIS ACCORDING TO FINANCIAL SOURCES
A new revolution will transform the transaction use on volume and improve the average
exchange rate between currencies. It will open up a new competition for Cryptocurrency
needs. By upgrading the new technology to meet the growing demand for digital
currency and digital finance, the AAA coin provides a transactional solution to meet the
need to convert new currency into cash and vice versa.
AAA MINER ORIENTED FOR INITIAL NEWN
The AAA MINER Network is a financial extension solution for Bitcoin and Ethereum,
allowing peer-to-peer transactions in real-time. The decentralized network facilitates
autonomous financial services across geographical areas, assets with an application.
EXPERIENCE IN TEAM COMMERCE
Chip Abulaba MINER is the ateam Robort of professional traders in the cryptocurrency
business who knows how to take profit margins in day to day according to markets.
The most popular payment method
You can choose the most popular payment method for deposits and withdrawals!
SUPPORT 24/7
We understand the importance of
reliable supporting service to you.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if
having any questions and we will
contact with you immediately!
Safety 100%
We use Blockchain application to
classify the level of protection
From the date of distributing AAA Miner credit cards, we have been trying to build the
Abulaba ecosystem. We are in the process of developing Ethereum Wallet and AAA will
be essential for the overall network. The AAA Direct Miner Network will be a network
indicating the existence and safety, allowing high transaction with low cost through
Plasma.
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- Access and negotiate on applying AAA payments through the best websites in the
global for choice such as Amazon, Ebay, Alibaba ...

- Strengthen partnerships and promote marketing campaigns.
- Distribute the income from Card and owner.
Selling funding of goods will be used to have currency provided on cryptographic
transactions in the global, as defined in the White Paper of AAA Coin. AAA coin is built
to reward for loyalty, and as coin continues to develop, the methods by which owners
rewarding will increase. Those are the days that POS rewards only were distributed
through wallets.
During the 2018 and the first quarter of 2019, the AAA Coin team will develop a unique
swimming pool called the AAA MasterPool. AAA Masterpool will reward a part of the
profits for the involved attending parties.
AAA Coin is proud to provide shareholders with transparency in developing coin.
Distribution and announcement materials are very important to the success and
development of the coin, and as the response time is the most important importance.
In addition, a sole exchange called AAA Exchange is currently being worked on AAA
Exchange will be a cryptocurrency exchange which is rewarded to AAA Coin
shareholders with a percentage of exchange profits.
AAA COMPANY
Blockchain startup AAA is continuing its breakthrough in recruitment of Asian financial
institutions with the addition of CASTA Group, the Hong Kong Blockchian Technology
Application Research Group into its list of members in the global.
AAA Group, the Asia largest group which is publicly listed will cooperate with 50 of the
world's largest financial institutions, including banks, to develop blockchain commercial
applications for financial service industry.
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AAA's CEO talks about the diversity of the blockchain group’s membership network,
beyond geography. He declared:
By cooperating in a large range of non-bank organizations with our extensive banking
partners, we will ensure that technology is developed in our labs that represent the
different interests and large requirements of players in the global financial ecosystem.
The global network of AAA partners will be "united in a laboratory environment" at the
research and development stage in the AAA lab and Research Center, where the
blockchain Corda smart deal has been developed.
AAA provides us the ability to understand, cooperating with other world leading
organizations in financial services for the potential applications of blockchain technology
in the world and especially the Asia-Pacific region.
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II. MISSION
Our mission is to maximize the value that customers get from their most valuable
goods.
It's "Time"! By providing progressive and innovative services, optimal customer
care service and non-stop attention to customers.
We assure that all customer needs will always be met with the continuous
development of the market over time.
Our goal is to become a leading company in the industry by developing in
maximum the potential of financial markets and placing the needs of customers
at the heart of every decision we make.
We will make effort to ensure maximum efficiency, safety and satisfaction to
customers in all investment activities.
With the capacity and skills acquired through experience, we will surely meet
your expectations as well as ours.
Chip Mining ( Dig coin )

The AAA software utilizes the processing power
of the ASIC chip to run extremely complex
algorithms and then share the solution for the
entire network. Although the algorithms are very
difficult to find answers, it is easy to check for true
/ false results and for every correct result,
"diggers" will get
2.

Chip Trade

AAA uses team trade technology with smart chips
3.

Masternode & Token Blockchain

• Abulaba is built on the Scrypt / POW algorithm - encourages diggers to join in to
•

•

increase the value.
AAA creates a two-floor Masternode network; the first floor consists of diggers
and ordinary users, while the second floor consists of the Masternode. These
special servers provide advanced services for the network.
Masternode owners will receive a bonus for providing special services to the
network
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• Anyone also can run Masternode, but to do so, the user must prove

•

•

4.

that they own a certain amount of electronic money as prescribed. This
is to prevent the so-called "Sybil attack" on the network.
Members using Masternodes technology receive a part of the reward
when miners find new blocks. The percentage of profits depending on
each type of electronic money will have different levels
45% reward for miners, 45% for Masternodes, and 10% used to fund
for AAA- related projects through the Budget System decentralization.
Current investment revenues are about 15% (in a year, you will earn
about 150 AAA from running Masternode).
AAA-CASTA-Market

• The Abulaba exchange launch as a centralized cryptocurrency exchange with
carefully selected features that surpass those provided by competitors. The goal for
this pillar of the Abulaba Ecosystem is to offer an all-encompassing solution for
cryptocurrency traders.
The Abulaba Coin (AAA) is in close competition with leading exchanges in terms of
the token functionality and their interest rates scheme.
AAA interest rates range from 0.8 to 3% per day, depending on community
dividends. Interest will be received after 24 hours, after transfering accounts sent to
investor and get daily interest.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 days interest rate 0.1% to 0.9%/day
15 days interest rate 0.2% to 1.2%/day
30 days interest rate from 0.3% to 1.4%/day
3 months interest rate from 0.4% to 1.6%/day
6 months interest rate from 0.5% to 1.8%/day
9 months interest rate from 0.6% to 2.2%
12 months interest rate 0.65% to 2.5%/day
• In case customers are sending coisn to the abulaba-casta.com exchange on term of
3-6-9-12 want to re-deposit, the deposit will be calculated on the re-lending basis
depending on the time and the interest received. Each account can borrow no more
than 100% of the value of deposited in abulaba-casta exchange.
• By holding AAA coin on Abulaba exchange, users capably earn money with the
interest range above.

• The system of transaction speed processing is in maximum, the
processing speed is up to 1,000,000 transactions per second.

5. Abulaba Gamble

At the beginning of 2017 online gambling market was evaluated at $44.16 billion, by the end
of the same year it grew to $47.4 billion. Estimated market capacity in 2018 is $52
billion and it’s expected to reach $81.7 billion by 2022. It is obvious that the market has an
immense potential. However, the rules of the gambling business have remained unchanged
for centuries. No matter what the clients do, the casino gets everything. Those who don’t
gamble themselves take everything from those who are passionate and like a good game. It
is time to change the game rules in the Gambling Universe.
Abulaba Gamble is the voice of cryptocurrency gambling. Here you’ll find everything
you need when you’re looking to gamble with cryptocurrencies.
Abulaba Gamble offers diversity games such as Baccarat, Dragon Tiger, Greyhound
Racing, Horse Racing, Roulette, Trader,...which definitely make the excitement and interest
of the casino players doubles or even triples.
Users can deposit BTC, AAA coin and others cryptocurrencies to bet on Abulaba
platform and withdraw money fast and conveniently. Late's playmore and boom the
amount of tokens in your wallet!

6. Abulaba Andex
Abulaba Andex is a revolutionary platform with the goal of disrupting traditional and
centralized mobility industry.
With Abulaba Andex, users can book a bike, or car just in 2 taps. Abulaba Andex also
allows user to track the driver's location in order to estimate the right time he/she will come.
Thanks to Abulaba Andex, everything seems to be easier, faster, and incredibly simple.

Abulaba Andex will solve fundamental issues in mobility industry, improve quality of
services, and build trust between participants. Even though you may have different roles
such as drivers, passengers, we would like to invite everyone to join with us and share the
same value.
Abulaba team is working towards launching the beta version of the Abulaba Andex app for
Web, iOS and Android in the near future. Then, it will be available to all users in the globe.

III. ROADMAP
1. March 2018 –
May 2018 Begin
• Develop networks to promote by the Abulaba community
• Research on e-commerce market
• Research on cryptography
• Research on online payment and online payment systems
2. May 1, 2018: Connecting the community
3. June 5, 2018: The Presale Sale
4. June 20,
2018: Pre-ICO
5. End date:
9/9/2018
6. October: Open the Exchange-IPO AAA sales event
7. November, 2018: AAA stock and transactions
8. December 2018: Masternode
9. May 5, 2019: AAA-CASTA-Markets trading platform

IV. AAA ISSUE
The total issue is 397,000,000 AAA
V. PRE-SALE
Total pre-sale 97 million AAA
VI. PRE-ICO
Total pre-ICO 100 million AAA Stage
1: sells 30 million AAA at $ 0.5
Stage 2: sells 20 million AAA for $ 0.6
Stage 3: sell 17,500,000 AAA at $ 0.7
Stage 4: sell 17,500,000 AAA at $ 0.8
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Stage 5: sells 15 million AAA at $ 1.2
Ending ICO Abulaba is not expected to co-operate in the AAA-CASTA-Markets to trade
other digital currencies to boost Abulaba's growth. Meanwhile, in 2019, the company
will weaken its token code. AAA on the international stock markets to create
ecosystems for easy-to-buy private exchanges across the globe ..!
VII.

SYSTEM TEAM ABULABA CAPITAL

Team Introduction

Abulaba is a community project developed by Abulaba Capital, a technology
company dedicated to the research, development, and operation of blockchain
systems. With its accumulated blockchain technology and industry experience, the
Onchain team has already developed and operated a number of influential
blockchain projects.
The Abulaba Team is a diverse group made up of experts in blockchain development
and application across industries, as well as experts and architects from prominent
global financial institutions. Together they have already provided blockchain solutions to
a number of financial institutions, banks, and brokerage firms.
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The Abulaba Team consists of Abulaba's core team, partner teams, as well as
technical and community contributors. Listed below is a portion of Abulaba's core
team.

1.

Mr.Ataka

CEO& Founder
Casta has a rich academic background, including a Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science,
Master’s in Communication Engineering, MBA, and PMP. He is a senior blockchain
architect and blockchain solutions professional with 16 years’ work experience in IT and
fintech. Casta previously provided technical architecture, management, and planning
support for top international IT firms and major Chinese financial exchanges. He has
taken part in the architecture design and technical management of many major systems,
and has built up multiple technical teams and systems from scratch. Casta also has a
profound knowledge of the finance industry, excelling at internal management and
external communication.
2.

Ms.Jaicklin

Senior Protocol Architect
Graphic Designer
Has 15 years of experience in graphic design, including successful projects and
competition winnings. Former Art director of Design agency. Technologies to be used :
3.

Mr. Rothschild

Chief Strategy Officer
Rothschild has substantial experience in blockchain technology, including being a
leader of one of the Top 500 Blockchain groups, Deputy General Manager of
Technology Group Innovation Center of Blockchain Technology, Deputy SecretaryGeneral
4.Mr.Harry
Technical Manager
Harry has 10+ years of work experience at IBM in software development and
solutions, and was one of the first developers of Fabric. He participated in core
development of his
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blockchain experience includes vouching, supply chain, integration, credit investigation,
data exchange, shared economy, and more.
5. Mr.Arobis
Chief Financial Officer
Chairman of the board of directors, the Association of Independent Accountants and
Auditors. Director of Certification, Expertise Institute for Valuation of Assets of ;
Managing Partner, Director, Head of Auditing and Consultancy Service MGI , Top 20
ranked international network of audit, tax, accounting & consulting firms. Professor
and Lecturer at Technical University.
6. Mr.KASTEA
Senior Blockchain Technology Professional
Software engineer. He has 5 years experience in blockchain technology and 16
years experience in web development, block explorers & mining pools. He is a
Forme, and currently is an integral part of ABULABA CAPITAL team
7. Michael
Technical Director of Financial Systems
Networking & driver development Security software architect Team& Tech lead more 10
years
8. Mr.Jude
Vice President, Business Development
developer, Virtual Machine Architect with 2 years of crypto developing experience and
More than 20 years of professional experience as of software Development. Senior
Developer of CAPITAL Bank, Expertise: BigData, Blockchain, software for Banking
and Telecommunication.
9. Mr. Paul
Technical Management Director
Internet Marketing Strategy Experienced Internet Marketer with a demonstrated
history of working in the marketing and advertising industry
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10. Mr Felix
Senior Information Security Engineer
Felix is an information security professional with expertise in cryptography and internet
security. He previously worked on classified projects and it committed to algorithm
research and security protocol design to provide bottom-up technical support for
identity management, privacy protection, and in other related areas.
11. Mr. Flemming
Information Security Specialist
Flemming did his Master’s degree in Information Security, specializing in elliptic-curve
cryptography and lattice-based cryptography. He won second prize in a postgraduate
mathematical modeling contest. His rich experience also includes zero-knowledge
proof and other cryptographic algorithms.
12. Mr. Stanlee
Business Development Manager
Masters of Applied Science and has a background in strategic roles within the
insurance and superannuation industries. He understands the ongoing challenges these
companies face with storing customers identification. He is excited about the real world
ap plication blockchain technology has to offer and sees the enormous advantage
13. Mr. Walter
Director of Policy and Legal Affairs
Manager of Business Partners, Inc
Sales Director of Billing System Corporation (Tokyo Stock Exchange)
14. Ms. Natasha
Senior Overseas Market Specialist
Head of Blockchain Business Team, PRO
MBC C&I (Content & Infrastructure) Special Producer of contents busi ness team
production
University Graduate School of Policy Science / Master's degree
Chugye University of Arts Graduate School of Culture and Art Adminis tration / PhD in
progress
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